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S A R A H  K AT U S Z O N E K
‘TO LOOK IS TO LEARN, IF YOU LISTEN CAREFULLY.’
P S S T T T
value all the important things in life.”
 “Can you say something about your current 
work? What’s it about?”
 “Well, my work remains focused on language, 
in the... in the broadest sense of the term, as 
language, errm... still tends to be... predom-
inantly thought of... considered... merely in 
verbal terms. So, I’m trying to explore language 
in... in a deeper context so that the use of, or 
the acceptance of less obvious forms of language 
are... errm, heightened.”
 “How did it arrive?”
 “I’ve always been... errm, well I’ve always been 
interested... had a fascination with language and 
errm, how we as humans communicate with each 
other. Errm... I’ve developed a fascination with 
the... less, less obvious forms of communication, 
errm.”
 “Such as?” 
“Well I, I can still remember the time I first saw 
sign language being used... I found it mesmeris-
ing that a... a woman was having a conversation 
with a child, in a way I couldn’t... I couldn’t un-
derstand, in a way that was... totally alien to me. 
I think now, my fascination has grown stronger, 
errm... I’m aware of how... how fragile language 
is.”
“In what way?”  
“Errm, I think I’m more... well, I’ve seen more 
now... situations where... where verbal language 
is not a given... situations where something dis-
rupts the flow... between thought and output. 
I recognise now, well even more now, that we 
shouldn’t just rely on the verbal.”
“Hmm, hmm. So where’s it going?”
“Well, I’d like... I’d like to establish a... a balance 
between communicational outputs, so that... so 
that we start to look further than the obvious 
and, and not dismiss the less obvious forms.”
“How does that then... how does, how does that 
appear in your work? How is that shown? What 
are you doing?”
“Well, my current work is focused on sound, prob-
ably not what you were expecting to hear when 
you think about textiles and embroidery, but 
that’s... that’s it, I want to, to explore commu-
nication through the senses... visually, through 
movement and touch and through sound. So I’ve 
been recording language... like conversation... 
to form the basis of my project... I’ve started to 
compare those with some past recordings. I want 
to take something that we perceive as visual or 
tactile, by this I mean the textiles, and incor-
porate or translate from one sense to another; 
one sensory experience to another... my aim is 
to create an interactive piece. So... I’m trying 
to link the senses of sight, sound and touch, but 
constantly... well I’m curious as to the potential 
of bringing sound into an area that’s... that’s 
predominantly about seeing and touching. So, 
I’ve been researching, experimenting with con-
ductive fabric and thread, so that it’s a... well, 
sensitive to touch... and through the touch the 
sound is generated, so a circuit is formed.” 
“So you... that’s interesting... how does that 
work?
“Well, the embroidery is 
tak-en directly from the 
recording, so it fo-
cuses on the 
pattern created 
by the sound, 
the 
ences... to combine them... to explore the 
involvement of other senses within textiles... so, 
to play with the senses or confuse the senses... 
like bringing the hard environment of electronics 
into the softer one we associate with textiles.”
“Sure. What would... err... what would you like 
to do next with..?”
“I think I need to, to errm, explore the impact, er-
rm, the impact... well how, how my work impacts 
on space. I suppose the different environments 
my work, errm, my work, could be, could be 
placed... installed. I’ve always been very in-
terested in, in the... in my work being used in 
the... health for arts area. You know, in an envi-
ronment in which my work benefits someone or 
provides an alternative purpose... like therapeu-
tic.” “Therapeutic?”
“Yes, in that kind of way... so I think, I think my 
experiences have made me more determined...”
“Hmm, hmm.”
“...to focus on that area.”
“Hmm, hmm.”
“Errm... I think with this project, I’ve realised... 
I can see, or I’m beginning to see, how flexible 
this idea can be. So... the way it could be suit-
able for a gallery space... like an interactive 
piece... with the focus like... the idea that... the 
language or the sound created by the language 
becomes... almost  a sculptural material... and 
then there’s the idea of how the piece or the 
sound impacts on space. So, even the possibil-
ity that it can be used as errm... a type of... like, 
performance, like a performance piece... like 
taking sound to a place where there wasn’t sound 
before... to, errm... broaden our senses, our sen-
sory experience... to make it, kind of... possible, 
to communicate in different ways.”
“Errm, how do you... errm, how do you... recog-
nise yourself? Do you recognise yourself in your 
work, or the way you go about..?”
“Errm, yes, I suppose so... I suppose I do. I 
think maybe more than I actually realise. Peo-
ple often, errm, often associate... I suppose... 
my characteristics with that of... those of... the 
characteristics of my chosen techniques. So, 
so for example, like... needlepoint... I love this 
technique... for its precision, its errm... regu-
larity and its neatness... and I think this carries 
through to... like... my paperwork. But that’s 
kind of developed more now... progressed, well... 
it’s changing. I’m starting to... allow a bit more 
freedom, flexibility... I suppose a bit more scrib-
ble, as long as the overall surface still has an 
overall level of neatness about it. I think I am 
happier with that.”
 “So you... that’s interesting.”
 “Well, I think I’m beginning to recognise my... 
you know, the kind of theme... the interest... 
that seems to lie beneath each piece of my work. 
S0, I’m beginning to recognise the reference to 
language in my work... you know... both past and 
present. It’s like... I’ve always had an interest in 
this area, I just didn’t realise that I based the ma-
jority of my work on this theme... or used it as... 
the main starting point. I think probably, I feel 
more comfortable with this now. It’s, it’s always 
going to be a reflection of yourself, whether you 
acknowledge it or not.”
“But errm, when you were working previous-
ly, were your ideas still about these things that 
you’re dealing with now... do you see a sort of 
connection?”
“Yes, they were... I can, I can see connections.”
 “They are?”
“I suppose... beforehand... language was in-
volved in my work, in my projects, at a more... 
subconscious level. It was almost like I didn’t... 
until recently... make this connection. I suppose 
I had to reach a certain level of confidence... 
within my work... before I felt able to allow lan-
guage to be the theme... to be my project.”
 “But when... you’ve, you’ve let that go now, that 
inhibition... you, you feel that what you’ve been 
doing this time is... is... is more in the direction 
that you’re...”
“Yes, I’m really comfortable with this. I suppose 
I feel confident in this topic, for at least at the 
moment I just feel like it could, it could take me 
down a whole range of avenues. It’s, it’s like er-
rm... as soon as I start one piece of work, I’m 
already thinking about the next. I’ve not always 
had that in past projects.”
“Hmm, hmm.”
“I suppose... in the long term you... you’ve got 
to be passionate about and excited by the con-
cept of your work.”
“What do you think has been the biggest, err... 
change for you in terms of the perceptions that 
you had, when you started your degree, doing 
sound wave. Well, I’m trying to keep a sense of 
my drawing style in my embroidery so it’s like... 
like creating my own art form from the snippet of 
sound... my own visual form. I work... my work is 
very literal in that sense, I need it to... to repre-
sent the facts... what is true, but then I start to 
struggle... to struggle with issues of aesthetics, 
aesthetic issues”
“So...”
 “Sorry... yes... errm, beneath my embroidery 
lays the conductive thread errm... stitches in 
rows... lines, in one continuous thread, so that 
every stitch is on the surface and errm, on the 
reverse, so... the surface is covered by the em-
broidered pattern... sound wave. So that it’s to 
be connected to... to the... to the power source 
and the sound output. So, errm, with a pressure 
touch sensor to act as an activator. When some-
body connects with the piece, so, you know, by 
this, they actually have to touch the fabric, the 
sound is generated and the pressure should vary 
the tone.”
 “What is the structure, the visual structure? Are 
the lines just in grids or...?”
“It looks very, it is errm, a direct representa-
tion... a translation of sound into pattern, so it is 
correct visually, factually correct. Errm... so my 
chosen embroidery technique is needlepoint, so 
as you can imagine, it’s...it is intense, it’s pre-
cise, as it’s all counted work, so it’s almost graph 
like in terms of my, errm, pattern for stitch. So, 
to try and create a piece that works in, along-
side the sound that it creates. So... I’m using a, 
a digital way to visually create, errm, but as I’ve 
found out... errm... this can vary enormously.” 
“In what way?”
“Well, a basic sound created, creates a... a wave 
type structure along a central line, a block, a 
graph type appearance... up and down. When set 
to visualise it, digitally, then that, that wave can 
be processed, errm like, broken down and devel-
oped in errm, in numerous ways. So, so you can 
home in on pitch for example... or errm... fre-
quency. That can progress into individual waves, 
X frequency, Y frequency, like longitudinal 
waves, transverse waves, so then each... each 
process or focus is visually different. It seems 
that, errm... like almost impossible to create a 
visual image that... that looks the same as the 
next, so there’s a real wide scope, you know, in 
terms of... in terms of visually representing the 
sound.”
“What would, what would you like to be able to 
do more of... or to explore?”
“Well, everything! Well, no really... I’d really like 
to improve my knowledge of electronics... well, 
I’d like more experience in this area. So... to 
be able to explore the possibilities of electron-
ics. It’s like... the more I understand, the 
more I need to know. If my standard of 
elec-tronics could match that... 
say... of my embroidery ... 
there’d be no 
stop-ping me! 
But I sup-
pose 
it’s 
going 
to take 
some 
time.”
“Hmm, 
hmm.” 
“Errm, 
yes... 
so that 
whole 
area. 
Errm, 
smart 
tex-
tiles or 
e-tex-
tiles, 
which-
ever you 
choose 
to call 
it... the 
poten-
tial is 
fasci-
nating. 
So, to 
combine 
dif-
ferent 
sensory 
experi-
